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Project Presentation

INFOMAG

OBJECTIVES

-Working on
international events
and celebrations to
explore the values we
cherish.

- Learning about
other cultures and
other languages.

- Developing
imagination and
creativity.

-Developing
computer skills an
d media literacy.

-Encouraging
interactivity,
communication and
use of language skills
in class and with
international
partners.

-Developing
awareness of social
and cultural
differences and
similarities.

IDEAS : International Day
eTwinning Adventurers

PROJECT PARTNERS

OŠ Josipa Antuna Ćolnića , Đakovo CROATIA

Langelinieskolen Copenhaguen DENMARK

Collège Joseph Calvet, Saint-Paul de Fenouillet FRANCE

Ernst-Mach-Gymnasium Hürth GERMANY

Arsakeio Tositseio Junior High School, Ekali GREECE

11ο ΓΥΜΝΑΣΙΟ ΙΛΙΟΥ Ilion GREECE

ICS Cardinale Oreste Giorgi" di Valmontone ITALY

Jungwon Girls school Séoul REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Klaipėdos „Verdenės“ progimnazija LITHUANIA

Al Massira Al Khadra high School Massa MOROCCO

Szkoła Podstawowa Toruniu POLAND

Alexandru Ioan Cuza National High school Galati ROMANIA

Základná škola M.Tareka Abrahám, SLOVAKIA

Bahçelievler Ortaokulu Akşehir TURKEY

Cherkasy Collegium "Berehynia" UKRAINE

J. Monroe High School North Hills California USA
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The Alexandru Ioan Cuza National College is one of the most important
schools in Galați, a city situated in the south-east of Romania, by the
river Danube. Our school is very old - it was founded in 1864 and it is
named after a very important historical figure, Alexandru Ioan Cuza, a
Prince of Moldavia, a historical region of Romania and, later, ruler of the
Romanian Principalities. He was a prominent figure of the Revolution of
1848 in Moldavia. He initiated a series of reforms that contributed to the
modernization of the Romanian society and of the state structures.

Our school is situated in Valmontone, a small
town about 40 km South of Rome. It's a lower
secondary with about 400 pupils aged 10-14. we
have been an eTwinning school since 2018.

School presentations

Galati, Romania "Alexandru Ioan
Cuza" National High School, Galati

Valmontone (RM), Italy ICS "CARDINALE
ORESTE GIORGI" di Valmontone

Collège Joseph Calvet is located in Saint-Paul de
Fenouillet in the south-east of France.Our school is
quite small with only 190 pupils and 16 teachers . Saint-
Paul is well-known for its chapter house, its delicious
biscuits called 'croquants' and its beautiful landscapes
.

A public lower secondary school, with 350
strudents of age 12-15, in an urban area as
Ilion is a suburb of Athens. Very active with
crosscuricular/extracurricular activities in art,
ecology,enterpreneurship

Collège Joseph Calvet, Saint-Paul
de Fenouillet, FRANCE

11ο ΓΥΜΝΑΣΙΟ ΙΛΙΟΥ
11th Junior High School of ILION, Greece

France, Greece, Romania , Italy
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The Ernst-Mach-Gymnasium is located in Hürth, near
Cologne in the western part of Germany. It is a
secondary school which about 1000 pupils aged
10-19 attend. Our school was opened in 1963 and
later named after the famous physicist Ernst Mach.

Our school is located in a northern suburb of
Athens called Ekali.Our goal is to educate Global
citizens with a Greek Identity, providing them
with 21st Century Competences.

School presentations

Hürth, Germany Ernst-Mach-
Gymnasium

Α' and B' Arsakeio Tositseio Junior
High School in Ekali Greece

James Monroe High School was established in 1958, from
grades 9th through 12th. Our Mascot is a Viking and we
have a total of 2,071 students. There is also a police
Academy, Fire Academy, Army, Engineering &Design. We
are located in San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles,
California.

Located in Seoul, Jungwon has about 350
girl-students. We have worked on Global
Citizenship Education for a long time and we
belong to UNESCO school network in South
Korea.

James Monroe High School
North Hills California USA

Séoul, Republic of Korea
Jungwon Girls' Middle School

The USA, Korea, Germany, Greece
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Our school is situated in the city of
Cherkasy, in the central part of Ukraine.
It was openened in 1974. Now 1009
students aged 6-17 study in it.

Almassira Alkhadra High School is
located in a southern region of Morocco
called Souss Massa. Our students love
taking part in international projects.

School presentations

Cherkasy Collegium "Berehynia",
Ukraine

Massa, Morocco Al Massira Al
Khadra high School

Langelinieskolen, Copenhagen, Denmark is located in central
Copenhagen. Langelinie is the name of the pier where the
Little Mermaid sits and Hans Christian Andersen once lived in
our neighbourhood! We are 1000 students and 135 teachers
and became an eTwinning School in 2020. Read more here
Langelinieskolen.aula.dk or SoMeInErasmus.blogspot.com

This year is very special for our school. We are
celebrating its 40 th birthday. It is situated in the
town of Đakovo. Students can participate in many
extracurricular acrivities and sports. We are proud
of our spacious gym and a rich library.

København, Denmark
Langelinieskolen

Primary school Josip Antun
Ćolnić, CROATIA

Denmark,Ukraine, Morocco,Croatia



COUNTRY GUESSING GAMES

GAMES TO FIND OUT ABOUT PARTNERS' COUNTRIES

Created by collège Joseph Calvet, Saint-Paul de Fenouillet, by Al Massira Al Khadra
High School Massa, Morocco and by Arsakeia Tositseia Schools inEkali, Greece.
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WEBRADIO INTERVIEW :
Students from Collège Joseph Calvet , Saint-Paul de
Fenouillet interviewed several partner teachers
about their school, the pandemic and also etwinning
projects . Here are some extracts!

French students: Good morning, Mrs
Matijakovic. How many of your studenst are
involved in this project?

Lana Matijakovic: There are 15 pupils in this
project, in this IDEAS project but not all of them
are equally active. Some of them do the tasks as
who are soon as I ask them and there are some who
are lazier and I have to remind them of the tasks.
They are in 7th grade and we have three 7th grades
in our school . They are all 12 and 13 years old .......

French students: Good morning Mrs Wenzel,
do you think this project is interesting for your
students ?

Inga Wenzel: Yes, I think this project is
interesting because my students learn and learn
a lot about other countries and all these different
special days ..., what the other students think
about them and also they were interested in the
different insights they could get in other cultures
and in your countries for example;.. they love the
different posters and quizzes as well ...............

French students: What is your favourite
etwinning project so far ?

Zaina Smare: All the projects we participated in
were all fun and rich with interesting information
and creative ideas. We learnt a lot from them and
each project was unique but if I had to choose
one I would choose last year project 'World
investigation ' first because we learnt a lot about
other countries' cultures , from the concerned
countries and from the people of the countries
themselves. We were learning from an authentic
source. We shared some ideas with those countries
and we had a chance to correct wrong ideas we had
about their cultures. it was a good way to learn
from them.

French students: Good morning Mrs Gaiu. Are
you online teaching or teaching in class?

Mariana Gaiu: At the moment I am teaching
both online and in class. In fact,in Romania
schools have to follow one of the three scenarios
authorities have thought of , namely the green
scenario which means all the students go to school
,the yellow scenario in which kindergarden

To listen to the full interview ,
click on the picture.

You will be able to hear
Mrs Lana Matijakovic ( Croatia)
Mrs Inga Wenzel ( Germany)
Mrs Zaina Smare ( Morocco)
Mrs Mariana Gaiu ( Romania)
Mrs Yunbinn Hong ( Korea)
Mrs A. Zafeiropoulou ( Greece)

They also interviewed our American
partner, Mrs Angie Haddad for our
language school magazine!

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Webradio and interview



primary schools students, 8th graders to the
twelfth graders go to school , and the red scenario
in which teaching is done online for everybody .
Schools have to follow one of the three scenarios
according to the number of covid cases existing
in their area. It so happens that one school can
function a few days in one scenario just to switch
to another scenario the next day. It is quite
bewildering for everybody ....

French students : Hello, Mrs Hong.How do you
handle the pandemic situation in your school ?

Yunbinn Hong ... In our school we have a
limited number of students and the rest of the
studenst take online classes at theithome . For
online classes we usually use zoom to meet our
students in real time . Also at school we take our
students' temperature at least two times a day. We
keep our windows open and of course everyone
in the school building is wearing a mask. Also we
put some panels at the students' cafeteria to make
students' meals a little bit safer ..........

French students: Hello Mrs Zafeiropoulou, do
you prefer online teaching or teaching in class ?

Athanazia Zafeiropoulou:
Of course I prefer face to face classes and this is
for many reasons. One reason is that my students
don't have all of them their adequate equipment
to follow online classes. Some of them have just
one smartphone or just a tablet and not a laptop or
desktop computer and this makes things hard for
me to guide them, to teach them online tools or to
follow what they are doing with their device. One
other reason is that I cannot be sure of what they
are doing during our online synchro because they
are not allowed to have their camera open and
they just and I can't watch their step they are at
certain moment so it is very difficult for me to
follow them or to answer their questions and it
is very difficult and also very time consuming to
prepare .....

French students also interviewed our American partner Angie Haddad
from James Monroe High School, California for their language school

magazine

French students : How many teachers and
students are there in James Monroe High school
?

Angie Haddad:We have about 2,100 students
and there are 39 students assigned to 1 teacher

French students:
Which foreign languages can they learn?

Angie Haddad:Spanish, Tagalog and French
There are also independent clubs such as :
Armenian Club and Italian Club

French students: How do you feel about the
pandemic restrictions ?

Angie Haddad: Only 20 percent of students are
returning to Campus and under strict rules. Every
student needs to take a test weekly and they have
to have an app on their phone where their
Covid-19 tests are posted.They have to have their
temperature taken before they enter
school. Additionally if their Covid Test has expired
(valid for one week) students will not be allowed
to enter campus. During lunch students have to sit
6 ft apart from each other. They are going to be
confined to one room for the entire day
(homeroom) and the teacher will be teaching
online to other students. Students have 2 options
(to learn Online the entire time or Hybrid, which
requires students to be in Campus twice a
week)...............

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Webradio and interview



Logo contest Podium

Result of the Logo contest on padlet
Voting for the project logo was a really hard task! So many
beautiful logos were uploaded on the collaborative padlet !

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Celebrating the European
Day of Languages!

The European Day of Languages (EDL) was
first celebrated in 2001 during the European
Year of Languages.

At the end of this campaign the Council of Europe's
Committee of Ministers decided to make EDL an annual
event, to be celebrated each 26 September. Every year,
millions of people in the Council's member states and
elsewhere organise or take part in activities to promote
linguistic diversity and the ability to speak other
languages.

source https://www.coe.int/en/web/portal/
26-september-european-day-of-languages

IDEAS partners celebrated the European Day of
languages doing several activities:

- Creation of a multilingual survival kit
- Creation of an interntional Little Prince Ebook with
favourite quotes in different languages and English
- guess the language quiz with language quotes
- Interesting facts in our languages ebook

Some language quotes chosen by the partners

“Έστι δ’ αρχή της λέξεως το ελληνίζειν.” The Greek language
is the origin of other languages. (Quote by Greece )

Si vous parlez à un homme dans une langue qu'il comprend,
vous parlez à sa tête. Si vous lui parlez dans sa langue, vous
parlez à son coeur. If you talk to a man in a language he
understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him in his
language, that goes to his heart.( Quote by Mandela ,France)

Nauči novi jezik i dobit ćeš novu dušu. Learn a new language
and get a new soul (Czec proverb by Croatia)

Tí, ktorí nevedia nič o cudzích jazykoch, nevedia nič ani sami o
sebe. Who know nothing about foreign languages do not even
know anything about themselves. ” -
( Quote by Goethe, Slovalia)

Per ogni lingua che si estingue scompare un’i
mmagine dell’uomo For every language that becomes extinct,
an image of man disappears.
( Quote by Octovio Oaz, Italy)

A învăța o limbă înseamnă a avea încă o fereastră dinspre
care să privim lumea. To learn a language is to have one more
window from which to look at the world. ( Chinese proverb by
Romania)

Language is one aspect of creativity . ( Quote by Abdellah
Alaalyli by Morocco)
,

Imagine you want to travel to one of
our partners' country... Here is our
survival kit to communicate more
easily in different situations!
Our American partner suggested

words and phrases and each team
added the translation on a
collaborative board to create a
multilingual survival kit .

The following topics were
chosen:
- Greetings / Be polite!
- At the airport/ in the taxi
- At the restaurant
- At the hotel
- At the doctor's
- Respect covid rules
- In the USA

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



LANGUAGE GAMES and QUIZZES

"The limits of my language mean the limits of my world."

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 LANGUAGE GAMES



Did you know .....?
It is believed that George Gershwin wrote one of his most famous
songs ' Summertime' after being inspired by an Ukrainian lullaby .

Romanian has kept the Latin morphological differentiation cases :
nominative, genitive and vocative.

Slovak is difficult to pronounce because several consonants often
come together : Stre prst skrz krk'=stick a finger through your neck

In English , you can spell any number up to 1000 without using the
letter A.

The Croatian alphabet has 30 letters.
a b c č ć d dž đ e f g h i j k l lj m n nj o p r s š t u v z ž

There are 14 words to describe LOVE in Arabic . Each word
describes a different stage in love .

Hangul is the name of the Korean alphabet . It was created in the
15th century.

Around 12% of English words derive from Greek : for example '
mathematics ,astronomy, biology ..

There are 2732 Italian dialects . ( each place has its own dialect)

The longest word in the Turkish language used in a text is "muvaf
akiyetsizleştiricileştiriveremeyebileceklerimizdenmişsinizcesine"
which has 70 letters and 17 suf ixes in it.

Lithuanian contains many age-old forms which makes it very
interesting for linguists.

With 57 members , la Francophonie ( French speaking) is now
larger than the commonwealth which has 53.

The Polish langugae stands out from other Slavic languages due to
the fact that it is based on a modified Latin alphabet rather tahn
Cyrillic alphabet .

German is spoken in Germany, Austria, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg,Switzerland by over 100 million people.

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



European Day of Languages Survey

Each team suggested questions for a common survey . 278 students answered the
survey . Here are some of the results . To read more follow the link !
85 % think that it is more important to use English in real situation than to learn grammar! (question 7).
59,7% of our students think they understand most of a conversation but not entirely .(question 8)
89.7 % enjoy learning languages . ( question 2)

Collaborative survey 1 about languages



Traditional breakfasts
Different countries have different
breakfasts. What do our pupils eat
in Croatia? They took photos of the
breakfasts and added short
descriptions. Many of them are
international (pancakes, bread and
jam, cornflakes). Some are
traditional: BUREK (a pastry filled
with cheese and then baked) and
ČVARCI (pork craclings: roasted or
fried pork rind). This is usually eaten
with AJVAR (a vegetable relish).
Other activities on the topic of food
included the description of
breakfasts and lunches eaten at
school canteens; creating posters on
healthy food; creating questions for
the survey and answering it; creating
a padlet with recipes of world
dishes.

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



What's for breakfast?

Chocolate Chip pancake recipe by USA partner

Students from Italy, Ukraine, Romania and Turkey
took pictures of their breakfast.

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Our students' breakfasts

Breakfast pictures taken by our students from Korea, Morocco,Turkey
Italy and Ukraine.

And here are students' breakfasts from France, Greece, Denmark and
Poland.

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Our students' breakfasts and more

Traditional menus - presentations and forums
Our students shared ideas for traditional menus and for daily favorite

food through presntations and in a dedicated forum

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Survey 2 results about food habits

Only 53.2% of our students usually have breakfast!
89.1% of the families buy fresh food instead of frozen, canned or pre-cooked food.
29% don't really know where the food they buy comes from.
If they are given the choice, 54,1% prefer fries and hamburgers to healthy food.
To the question 'who usually cooks at home?' 86,5 % answer ' MUM'.

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Survey 2 results about food habits
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This food is in a pot. To eat it, you should break the
pottery. It takes at least 4 house to make this. So you
can say this is a type of slow food. There are several
vegetables and meats in it. It is a warm stew so it’s
very good in winter. by Minji

It is a winter food in America. I first got to know this
food by the song of J-Hope of BTS. It is a food made
with chicken, egg noodles, and various vegetables.
IAmericans eat it when they catch a cold or get sick. It
has been made since 12th century. from Chaeyoung

Food that heals
our soul

Pottery Kebab from Turkey

Chicken Noodle Soup from the USA

It is made of pork, beef and vegetables. Cevapcici is
very delicious because it is made of pork and beef
and baked on the grill. Many people enjoy eating this.
Also, other countries eat Cevapcici too. Almost every
restaurant in Croatia sells Cavapcici. by Chanseo

Greece eats traditional Greek cake on the
morning of New Year's Day. It is Vasilopita. A
piece of cake contains a coin or small accessory.
There is a custom that a person who eats this
piece is to be believed lucky for all year round.

Cevapcici from Croatia

Vasilopita from Greece

Foods around the World



Fun Things to Do at
Home During Covid-19

Dalgona(Sweet) coffee

Because of the COVID-19, people spend
lots of time at home. But people are
getting bored over time. So some
people are coming up with fun things
to do at home. Dalgona coffee It was
first introduced in a Korean TV show
‘Peunstaurant(편스토랑)’. The panel
went to a small restaurant in Macau and
the owner made it for him. To make
the coffee, we just need three things.
Coffee powder, sugar and hot water.
First, pour the same amount of coffee,
sugar and hot water into the bowl. Next,
mix it together until the mixture
becomes foamy. Many people say they
have beaten the mixture more than
1,000 times. Lastly, put the mixture on
the top layer of the cup of milk. Then
you can enjoy the delicious coffee.

Doing needle work

You can learn embroidery by watching
YOUTUBE or BLOG. There are many
kinds of embroidery. For example,
French embroidery, jewel cross and
cross stitch. So you can choose what
you want. When you finish your own
needlework, you will feel satisfied.

Gwak, Minseo Jungwon GIrls'
Middle School, Seoul, South Korea

Home TrainingHome Training

Many people stay at home all
day, so some people are
worried about gaining weight.
So they started to exercise at
home. On youtube, there are
many videos about home
training, so I recommend
starting training if you are
worried about your weight.
There are more things to do at
home, so I recommend you to
search for it. Covid-19 is a
terrible situation, but I think it is
also a chance to find a new
hobby. I hope you get through
this situation well at home!

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021



PEACE DAY Collaborative work
- quotes,posters, - survey

- games: wordsearch1 wordsearch 2
Quizziz Millionaire game Jigsaw
puzzle matching game

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021
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Favorite peace quotes from a wide
variety of famous people.

Read them and be inspired...

Students were engaged in different activities to reflect upon "peace".
They: -wrote some biographies about Nobel Peace Prize winners and
Peace makers; -Chose and collected famous peace quotes -read and
illustrated a famous prayer/poem -wrote a remake of a poem -Reflected
and exchanged with partners their opinions about the meaning of the
words “peace and war” -created and exchanged games with partners
-Read their partners' biographies and wrote questions for a
collaborative quiz

PEACE DAY in
our schools

Arsakeia Tositseia SChools
GREECE

I.C. Oreste Giorgi, Valmontone
Team, Italy

Our slogans for World Peace are
collected on linoit.

Pupils had to choose the quotation
they like best and create a poster in
the tool they prefer.

Cherkasy Collegium "Berehynia",
Ukraine

OŠ Josipa Antuna
Ćolnića CROATIA
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Students in Collège Joseph Calvet worked on PEACE SYMBOLS
. They then chose their favourite Peace quotes to make posters .
They also wrote the biographies of Peace makers or Nobel Peace
Prize winners. They read the other partners' biographies and wrote
questions to create a quizziz and a millionaire game.Finally they
played the PEACE games , tose created collaboratively and the
Italian games!

Lithuanian worked on peace quotes.

PEACE DAY in
our schools

Collège Joseph calvet
Saint-Paul de Fenouillet , France

Klaipėdos „Verdenės“ progimnazija
Lithuania

Danish schools were closed due to the
pandemic but the students still worked on
the theme and made Pixton cartoons about
their favorite Nobel Peace Prize winners.

Creation of a collaborative padlet for all the
partners' biographies presenting Nobel
Peace Prize Laureates or peace makers .

København, Denmark
Langelinieskolen

Seoul, Republic of Korea
Jungwon Girls' Middle School
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In the U.S.A. we have been working
100% Online for the past 15 months.

On Peace Day Romanian students shared the quotes on
Peace they found, quotes belonging to different famous
people, played the different games created by some of our
partners, created posters and biographies of winners of the
Nobel Pize for Peace.They presented them in class and
then introduced them in a common document.

PEACE DAY in
our schools

J.Monroe High School , North Hills
U.S.A.

Alexandru Ioan Cuza National
College - Romania

Ilion has worked in online synchronous and
asynchronous classes in "PEACE" activities
(collaborative google slides with quotes and
peace makers, games, and contribution to
Korean and USA padlets)

11ο ΓΥΜΝΑΣΙΟ ΙΛΙΟΥ Ilion
Greece

Alexandru Ioan Cuza National
College - Romania



Peace activities

Peace Poster by students of Ernst-Mach-Gymnasium Hürth GERMANY

Peace Wordart ( collective) Peace makers game by lIion(Greece)
Peace activities by Poland Peace quotes and symbols by France

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Peace activities

Read about Nobel Prize Winners and play the TRIVIAL GAME

Play games and learn about PEACE

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Safer Internet Day has become a
landmark event in the online safety
calendar. Starting as an initiative of
the EU SafeBorders project in 2004
and taken up by the Insafe network
as one of its earliest actions in 2005,
Safer Internet Day has grown
beyond its traditional geographic
zone and is now celebrated in
approximately 170 countries
worldwide. From cyberbullying to
social networking to digital identity,
each year Safer Internet Day aims to
raise awareness of emerging online
issues and current concerns.
source:https://www.saferinternetd
ay.org/fr/home

T ogether for a
better internet!

IDEAS partners celebrated
Safer Internet Day !!

- Creation of posters about
+ internet rules
+ netiquette
+ digital footprint

- Video watching and discussion
- Games and quizzes
- Creation of comics

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021
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3A-3C students from Valmontone (Italy) attended an
online event organised by "Generazioni Connesse"

and Postal Police aiming at informing young learners
about online dangers, rights and responsabilities.
It was interesting and instructive!

We watched a video ' Be social smart' and
discussed about internet rules and netiquette .
Students cretaed posters 'internet rules', 'Do's
and Dont's ' and our Digital footprint .Students
also created comics with advice and played the
quizzes! Follow the link!

Safer Internet Day
in our schools

9th February 2021 . SID
How to stay safe online!

In Collège Joseph Calvet,
Saint-Paul de Fenouillet

LStudents have participated in the Greek
Ministry's of Education campaign with a
local NGO for cyber bullying #milatora

Game created by the greek students
of Arsakeia Tositseia Schools.
Everybody should be aware of online
safety.

Ilion has also worked in posters for
SID29021 (link)

QUIZIZZ about online safety
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After discussing the topic of the internet
safety, we played the quiz and tested
our knowledge. After that we made some
posters on this topic.

Valmontone team (Classes 3B/3D)
watched a video about cyberbullying.

Safer Internet Day
in our schools

Safer Internet Day in OŠ Josipa
Antuna Ćolnića Đakovo Croatia

Cyberbulling in ICS Cardinal Oreste
Giorgi" di Valmontone Italy

On Safer Internet Day the Romanian students were busy
doing the quizzes and the games proposed by our
international friends, read the information on safe Internet
surfing on the etwinning platform, asked and answered
questions on the topic.They also contributed questions to
be later included in the common survey of our project.

Italian team (classes 3A/3C) focused
on "netiquette" and on "how to deal
with cyberbullyng". It was fun!

Safer Internet Day in Alexandru I Cuza
National High school Galati Romania

Greek (Ekali and Ilion), Italian and French
students collaborated to make comics on

pixton



Proverbs from around the world

Proverbs are wise lessons and advice about life. They reflect who we are and they touch
on every aspect of life.

It is very enriching to learn the proverbs and the wisdom of others about life. Here is a
compilation of proverbs from around the world about friendship, happiness, love and education.

IDEAS eTwinning project . School year 2020/2021



Poetry and Earth Day

To celebrate Poetry day and nature we created a
common google slide about proverbs and shared ideas
on a padlet about the beauty of nature .

example : What is the equivalent of the FRENCH
proverb ' Une hirondelle ne fait pas le printemps..'?

GREEK Ένα περιστέρι δεν φέρνει την άνοιξη (this
proverb as an exact translation of the French one really
exists in Greek)
ITALIAN Una rondine non fa primavera (Giorgia 3C-
Valmontone)
CROATIAN Jedna lasta ne čini proljeće.
KOREAN 제비 한마리가 왔다고 해서 봄은 아니다. (I
guess Koreans really don’t have the exact proverb like
this, but since we know that there is one saying like this
in English. People understand the meaning. )
ROMANIAN Cu o floare nu se face
primăvară.(translation: One flower doesn’t make a
spring)
ARABIC إن سنونو واحدا لا يصنع الربيع.
GERMAN Eine Schwalbe macht noch keinen Sommer.
ENGLISH One swallow does not make a summer.(
English proverb)
UKRAINIAN Одна ластівка весни не зробить.
LITHUANIAN Viena kregždė nepadaro pavasario.
SLOVAK Jedna lastovička leto nerobí.
DANISH En svale gør ingen sommer

Proverbs were illustrated by students from
the other countries.

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Celebrating Poetry Day



LOCKDOWN

A collaborative poem written on a zumpad board by
students from Greece( Ilion) Romania, Korea, Morocco,

France, Denmark,Croatia,Italy.

Each student wrote two lines of this poem starting with
' From my window I can see....',

'I wish I could ..'
It was a poetic way to express their feelings during the
pandemic and the lockdown away from school. Many

thanks to all the students who participated .
Extracts on teh following pages.

Illustration by Romane P, Collège Joseph Calvet
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LOCKDOWN POEM

extracts

F
From my window I can see very high beautiful palms I wish I
could pick all the delicious dates (Nadia, Morocco)

From my window I can see a blue sky with frost white clouds
and beautiful fields full of bright green grass. I wish I could lay
on the grass and watch the clouds float in the sky. (Mia Čotić,
Croatia)

From my window I can see the Danube cliff caressed by the rays of the happy March sun. I wish I
could go down and feel the wind blowing through the trees. ( A.B.- Romania)

From my window I can see road workers and the grey clouds. I wish i could see all of my friends’ happy
faces again! (Victoria, Denmark)

From my window I can see houses, pink, gray, or white, mingling with the green of the trees. I wish I
could paint all these colours. (Andrea, 3B, Valmontone, Italy)

From my window I can see the tree tops waving to me I wish I could feel a light breeze while walking
by the sea (Sofia, Ilion, Greece)

From my window I can see a big blue sky decorated with beautiful clouds I wish I could be a feather to
fly and go where the wind takes me ( Inès G Saint-Paul de Fenouillet, France)

From my window, I can see people wear masks. I wish l could see covid19
disappear.(Yeonah_Jungwon_South Korea)

From my window, I can see the blue huge sea I wish I could swim far away from the noisy city
(Fatima, Morocco)

From my window I can see a beautiful flower field. I wish I could run through all the colours, feel free,
feel the wind brushing through my hair and never find the end. (Petra Kočiš, Croatia)

From my window I can see the mountains and the forest. I wish I could go there, make a campfire
with my friends and have a good vibe. Also breathe the fresh air and enjoy the sunlight. n (E.C.
-Romania)

From my window I can see a bee I wish I could be as free (Vanilla, Denmark)

From my window I see the horizon that is dispersed among the clouds, I wish I could see the faces
without the masks again. (Martina,3D,Valmontone,Italy)

From my window I can see a high rise building I wish I could be a bird overlooking the city (Hlias,
Ilion)

From my window I can see the landscape and a plane I wish I could go in the plane and see the
landscape above the sky (Oscar ,Saint-Paul de Fenouillet, France)

From my window, I can see blooming flowers. I wish I could go to the flower
festival.(Songhyun_Jungwn, South Korea)

follow the link to read more ....https://fr.calameo.com/read/0001989237ad3f9697aa2
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POEMS ABOUT NATURE

COLEGIUL NAȚȚIONAL ALEXANDRU IOAN
CUZA GALAȚȚI, ROMANIA

For all who are afraid to answer to their call
Live. Let's bask in the surreal splendor.
Over and over again nature is the one that proves:
Wishes do come true.
Every flower has a song
Remain there and sing along
Send your mind wandering into the beauty of the
Earth

Bianca Madălina, Romania

Beneath this ocean sky, I wish I could stay forever
Unaltered scenery of Mother Earth
The beach, and its shining sands
Trying to memorize by heart this yellowish blue
landscape
Enjoying August evenings when the sky sets on fire
Rivers of salty breeze flooding my lungs
Feeling free, dancing with the waves
Letting my worries by the shore line
I live for that starry summer nights
Escaping from the reality
Sitting quietly and dreaming to the whole wide
world

Andreea , Romania

Saw the beauty of nature
Using the fireflies to enlighten the way
Moving into the unknown
Much clearer way than during the day Energy
is all around
Rain is on the ground

The time has stopped
In this night walking barefoot on the grass
My eyes are exploring every detail
Escaping the boredom of every day.

Lavinia, Romania

Never-ending beauty
All above my head
The secrets of the sun’s glow
Uncovering greatness
Rivalling the fragile
Existence

Daria, Romania

Tremendous work for a life
that's about to bloom
Unrecognizable accessories
people never forget
Like the stars of the light blue
sky
I even cannot describe the
beauty of this picture
Presents coming beneath the
surface to show people that
Spring is alive.

Luminița, Romania
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James Monroe High School
North Hills California USA

In spite of being 100% online during this school year, students from James Monroe High
collaborated actively on this project . They recorded videos on Flipgrid to introduce

themselves. Their Teacher created collaborative padlets to share their feelings and ideas with
all the project students : the beauty of Nature,Peace and love padlet ,breakfast recipes padlet.

All the students also exchanged holiday wishes !
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To raise awareness on environmental
issues all the students were involved in
different activities. They realised a lot of

interesting works.

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021- Celebrating Earth Day ( 22 April)



EARTH DAY

EARTH DAY presentation
GREECE

Students found information about the
importance of forests, water and
recycling for our planet.
Also , they carried out about about
renewable sources of energy and how to
recycle more effectively.
By students from Arsakeia Tositseia
Schools in Greece

PROTECTING THE EARTH!

COLEGIUL NAȚIONAL
ALEXANDRU IOAN CUZA,

GALAȚI, ROMANIA .

Earth Day Celebration at Oreste
Giorgi School (Valmontone

-Italy)

Students enjoyed doing drawings, writing
slogans and reflections.

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021_Earth Day (22 April)



11th Junior High School of Ilion,
Greece

Recycle, Upcycle, Think Green

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Green actions at our School
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All students in Jungwon were invited
to join Jungwon Earth Week. Students
and their families set a time and date
to turn off the lights for one hour
during this time and share their
pictures and stories.

GREEN ACTIONS IN OUR

SCHOOLS

Jungwon Girls’ Middle School
Seoul ,Korea

3A and 3C students from Valmontone,
enjoyed working on environmental
issues. They worked on some SDGs
of Agenda 2030, explored Greta
Thunberg's Climate actions and much
more. In particular, Earth Day
celebration was the occasion to
disseminate our project activities and
spread useful tips on how to save the
planet with concrete actions inside our

I.C. Oreste Giorgi -Valmontone
(Italy)
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In spite of the lockdown French students
took part in Earth Day. They added
suggestions on the forum and created
posters with ideas to protect our planet.

Collège Joseph Calvet ,
Saint-Paul de Fenouillet France

Forum section

Students wrote and exchanged their
comments and suggestions

Collaborative and real tasks

Students
- cleaned the area outside our school

-bought and planted a jasmine

What could you do to improve our actions for
the planet in your school ? What could you
do personnally?

Students in Action!
Valmontone Team

GREEN ACTIONS IN OUR SCHOOLS



Earth Day

@Ilion, Greece
Students have participated in the activities creating posters with a variety of tools,
participating in the survey and being reporters of the green actions at their school.
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World Environment Day @Ilion

Posters and videos
more are added on the padlet shared to all the partners by the

American team
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After
brainstorming,

partners suggested
25 questions.

Recycling
Saving energy
Saving water

Using public transport
Avoid polluting
Be a responsible

consumer

3
SURVEY :

ARE YOU A GREEN
PERSON?

Feel free to answer our survey questions
by clicking on the link above .

The results of this survey for IDEAS
etwinning project students are available

HERE

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 Survey 3 : How green are you ?





Europe Day held on 9 May every year celebrates
peace and unity in Europe. The date marks the
anniversary of the historic 'Schuman declaration'.
At a speech in Paris in 1950, Robert Schuman, the
then French foreign minister, set out his idea for a
new form of political cooperation in Europe, which
would make war between Europe's nations
unthinkable.To celebrate Europe Day, the EU
institutions traditionally open their doors to the
public in early May. Local EU offices in Europe and
all over the world organise a variety of activities
and events for all ages. Each year thousands of
people take part in visits, debates, concerts and
other activities to mark the day and raise
awareness about the EU.
source:https://europa.eu/european-union/
about-eu/symbols/europe-day_en

IDEAS project partners celebrated Europe Day by:

+Learning interesting facts about Europe on the
EU website

+Creating slides and posters +playing the
European anthem

+ creating quizzes and playing their partners'
games

HAPPY EUROPE DAY !!!!
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EUROPE DAY Game links
Factile game created by Collège Joseph Calvet, France

United in Diversity quiz created by Valmontone ITALY

European anthem Quiz created by Valmontone, Italy

Europe Day quizziz created by Arsakeia Tositseia Schools , Greece

Europe Museum Escape game created by Arsakeia , Greece
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HAPPY eTWINNING DAY

eTWINNING DAY AND EUROPE DAY MAY 9th 2021
To celebrate Europe and eTwinning Day students enjoyed doing a lot of activities.They read
some interesting facts about European Union and Europe Day celebration, realized handmade
and digital drawings, expressed their favourite things about the EU and created games.
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Our students' words

We had a final evaluation by teachers and students but voluntarily more
feedback was offered by the partners.

IDEAS eTwinning 2020-2021 - Students' words



To evaluate the project, students
also shared their impressions on

an answergarden wordcloud .

What about you ?

Please click on the link and tell us
about your impressions about this
magazine and the project IDEAS .

We really had fun doing it . We
hope you enjoyed reading it too !

By partners of IDEAS etwinning
project

school year 2020 / 2021

Evaluation page


